RAJEEV THAPA
Full Stack Web Developer
# +977 981 375 9336

_ thaparajeev1985@gmail.com

+ New Baneshwor- 10, Kathmandu, Nepal

EXPERIENCE

SKILLS

Web Developer

Languages

Company Name
~ 2020 - 2020

+ Kathmandu, Nepal

I worked on various practice projects.
- I achieved profound knowledge about how the back-end technology
works.
- I learned JavaScript full stack tools and frameworks (MERN stack)

JavaScript

HTML5

CSS

Database
MongoDB

Front End Web Developer
Company Name
~ 2018 - 2020

+ New York, NY

I started as self-taught before I decided to seek professional mentorship
from the institute for two years from various online resources while I was
still working as full time Security Oﬃcer in UAE.
- I learned about front end technologies
- I learned basics of version control
- I created and built some modern web designs using HTML5, CSS3,
Bootstrap, jQuery Plugins.

Surveillance and Command Center Operator
Spark Security Services
~ 02/2014 - 02/2020

+ Location

Spark Security Services is a UAE based security company. I was deployed
at Cleveland Clinic Abu Dhabi (CCAD) as a surveillance and command
center operator.
- I was awarded with partnership award on December 2015 for core
value of Service.
- Worked in coordination with various other departments including
medical, non-medical, IT
- Communicated within and outside the hospital via Vocera, email,
telephone, intercom.
- Worked in diverse team with members from various countries.

Tools and Libraries
React

Visual Studio Code
MongoDB

Metropolitan Higher Secondary School
~ 07/2003 - 04/2005
- Major in Mathematics
- Major in Mass Communication
- Major in Sociology and Anthropology

www.enhancv.com

Git

jQuery

Express JS

Node JS

MY PRINCIPALES
3

Knowledge

K

Equality



Diversity

EDUCATION
Intermediate in Humanities

Bootstrap

I thrive in a knowledge-sharing
environment and seek improvement
throughout presentations, workshops,
and mentoring.

Granting the same rights, challenges,
problems and solutions to everybody is
the biggest act of self and social
awareness, that leads to progress and
growth.

Learning about and experiencing diﬀerent
cultures is the greatest tool to enrich
yourself and gain broader perceptive (and
start ﬁnding better solutions)
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TRAINING / COURSES

LANGUAGES

Front End/ Web Designer
Training

Mern Stack Development
Training

Nepali

90 Hours

120 Hours

Various onsite training

Native

English
Fluent

Customer Service, workplace
safety, ﬁre safety, ﬁrst aid, MAPA
(Management of Actual and
Potential Aggression) and various
other trainings.
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